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as cND celebrates 15 years of 
creating fashion and nail style on 
the runway, minimalism could not 
be more “over”.  We’re inspired 
by the way women everywhere 
express themselves now with 
a personalized, customized 
nail.  Their expressions of 
glamour, luxury and femininity 
are as individual as the women 
themselves, made possible by 
our new technologies that allow 
for unlimited shapes, colors, and 
texture options. 

and the world’s designers and 
tastemakers are right there with 
us, showcasing nails as the perfect 
punctuation to the season’s 
hottest fashion statements.

This season, Nails are 
spectacular, as lavish 
and grand as the crystal 
chandeliers of versailles.  
For Jason’s show this season, our 
team crafted almond nails in layers 
of Dark ruby and Bloodline, with 
baroque, 24-karat tips. 

The season also brings a 
sophisticated new twist on the 
post-industrial urban uniform,  
with pointed almond tips, deep-
toned moons, and journey-worn 
finishes created with the artful  
use of earth tones paired with 
Super matte Top coat.

at last, it’s official: 
this season, the 
fashion-focus is 
on nails!

  5.  

  16.  

  9.  13.

it’s hardcore glam that goes 
fearlessly from a long day at 
the office to crazy downtown 
night-life. modern, with a 
little medieval, ready for 
martinis and anarchy—
just call this woman “eve-a-
Destruction”.

Nails are super-dreamy.  
The dreamiest side of the 
season snuggles up in dusty, 
hazy, heathered tones 
and angelic textures 
There’s a retro reference to 
70’s Halston and YSL. We 
whipped up subtle and super-
soft nails for this trend on the 
runways- Blueberry Whip colour 
for catherine malandrino and 
chocolate milk colour (yum)  
for isaac mizrahi. 

our cover nail is from 
the Jen Kao show. 
Psychedelic swirls of melted 
metal in shades of iridescent 
moonstones. These nails utilize 
some of our newest colors, 
making their debut September 1.   

Fashion Forecast. 
ongoing nail-gorgeousness, 
intermittent deluxe decadence, 
with 95% chance of extreme 
fabulousness!

enjoy,

Jen Kao

The Blonds



get the key, open the vault. There  
is no time like the present to crack 
the code on the family riches—you’ve 
waited long enough. This dark-
hearted nail takes its nobility from 
deep hues of royal robes, with the 
luster of silk-velvet and the secretive 
patina of long-hidden relics.

Dark amethyst 
colour

midnight Sapphire
colour

Sheer 24k
Sparkle effect

Shown on nail tip: 
Left: midnight Sapphire colour 
Middle: Dark amethyst colour 
Right: Sheer 24k Sparkle effect

Diego Binetti

Diego Binetti

Jen Kao

ruffian

Jason Wu
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ruffian

irina Shabayeva



Jason Wu

For Diego Binetti’s show,  
we created a darkly dangerous 
nail with a wicked, whip-thin 
silhouette. This designer’s 
lavishly beaded fabrics and 
black headwraps met their 
match with cND’s slim-line  
enhancement contoured and 
slenderized with a base of 
Blackjack, then armed and 
dangerous with Dark ruby  
and Bloodline detailing.

The Blonds

Jen Kao

Jason Wu

Jason Wu

Diego Binetti

Diego Binetti

Jen Kao

Jason Wu

The Blonds

The Blonds
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Diego Binetti

irina Shabayeva

irina Shabayeva



our cover concept plunges into the moody, trippy 
twilight-world of Jen Kao, embellished underwater-avatar 
fantasy swirls and dominatrix swagger.  our team created cloisonné-like, 
decidedly decadent nails edged in golden dagger-tips. The designer’s 
new collection spins a psychedelic head-rush of peacock tones in 
silhouettes cut for strutting: cinched, fringed corsets and the pure funk 
of purple satin platform boots. Flyness overload! Ziggy Stardust era 
references, like sharp-shouldered jackets in acid-bright prints and lurex 
leggings, call for nails that can’t wait to boogie down the dance floor.

Create the Jen Kao Nail

jen  
kao

Step 1: 
apply Stickey™ Base 
coat. Polish two 
coats of gold chrome 
colour.

Step 4: 
Using a stylus, detail  
the smile line and clean  
up with a gel oval Brush 
dampened with acetone.

Step 7: 
Place smaller gold Pearl 
effect drops on top of 
midnight Sapphire colour 
drops while wet.

Step 10: 
apply one coat of  
Speedey™ Top coat.

Step 5: 
Place random drops of  
ice Blue Shimmer effect 
while the midnight 
Sapphire colour is  
still wet.

Step 8: 
on the wet nail, place  
tiny drops of midnight 
Sapphire colour on top 
of a few gold Pearl effect 
drops and let dry.

Step 6: 
on the wet nail, place  
smaller random drops  
of midnight Sapphire  
colour on top of the  
ice Blue Shimmer  
effect drops. 

Step 9: 
Using a stylus, detail  
with Sheer 24k Sparkle 
effect and let dry.

Step 3: 
Polish one coat of 
midnight Sapphire colour 
from the cuticle, just short 
of the smile line. 

Step 2: 
apply one coat of  
air Dry Top coat.

gold chrome 
colour

midnight Sapphire
colour

Sheer 24k
Sparkle effect

ice Blue
Shimmer effect

gold Pearl
effect
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Sleek and lean, this urban uniform drives its point home with equal 
parts steel and style. architectural shapes define structure, and high-
tech fabrications deliver fierce performance. Nails start off neutral, 
under strategic camouflage-cover. Then the plain-vanilla turns killer, 
and sabotages with the element of surprise. at monique Lhuillier, a 
subtle Desert Suede base surrenders to an edge of Dark amethyst.  

3.1 Philip Lim eclipses the moon 
of the nail  with midnight 
Sapphire, while the Blackjack 
tip at Behnaz Sarafpour 
pierces hearts like a medieval 
crossbow.

oilslick 
colour

copper Shimmer 
effect

Wayne

Kiledjian

Sachin & Babi

Kiledjian

Wayne

Super matte
Top coat

Desert Suede
colour
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Kiledjian

Sachin & Babi

Behnaz Sarafpour

Behnaz Sarafpour

Kiledjian

Wayne

Kiledjian

Wayne

Wayne

Sachin & Babi

Sachin & Babi
3.1 Phillip Lim

monique Lhuillier
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Nails dip fearlessly in and out of 
darkness, crowning the moon or tips 
with rich shades of Dark amethyst and 
midnight Sapphire. Sharp spikes keep 
the unwanted out – and the fiercely 
coveted safe within. Wicked and wired. 
if the apocalypse is just an itch, scratch it 
with this nail. Because when the world’s 
gold-reserves are exhausted, it’s all about 
slicing, dicing and sheer survival. 



The drift of the first snowflake, fragile, perfect, unrepeatable. gossamer  
weight knits hug the skin for warmth, and nails glisten with fibers and  
strands of gleaming starlight. The winter fire fans behind the smudge  
of a frosty window-pane: write your name with your breath.

creamy cameo 
colour

gold Shimmer 
effect

emerald 
Shimmer effect

ice Blue 
Shimmer effect

malandrino

malandrino

3.1 Phillip Lim
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malandrino

costello Tagliapietra



Jenni Kayne

Jenni Kayne

Jenni Kayne

malandrino

malandrino

malandrino

create the look with a thin coat of  
copper Shimmer effect and further soften  
with a thin layer of Super matte Top coat  
for the most sophisticated mineral finish.  
or take your favorite summer pastel and  
haze it down in the same way, as we did  
for costello Tagliapietra in a custom-blended 
softened sage.

costello Tagliapietra

costello Tagliapietra

costello Tagliapietra

isaac mizrahi

isaac mizrahi
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STEP-By-STEP

RUFFIan
Step 3: 
apply one coat of  
ice Blue Shimmer  
effect.

Step 8: 
allow to completely  
dry and apply one  
coat of Super Shiney™  
Top coat.

Step 4: 
repeat steps 2 and 3,  
allow polish to  
completely dry.

Step 2: 
Polish one coat of 
Lavender Shimmer 
effect.

Step 7: 
Using the smallest 
tip of a detail 
brush, create three 
tiny dots down 
the center of the 
nail with Blackjack 
colour.

Step 1: 
apply Stickey™ 
Base coat.  Polish 
a very thin coat of 
asphalt colour for  
a sheer dry brush 
look.

Step 6: 
Using Blackjack colour 
and a fine detail brush, 
draw triangles from 
the center of the nail 
to the sidewalls and 
fill in.

Step 5: 
Polish the moon with 
Blackjack colour.

STEP-By-STEP

DIeGo BInettI
Step 1: 
apply Stickey Base  
coat.  Polish two coats  
of Blackjack colour.

Step 2: 
apply one coat of 
Bloodline colour 
about 1/8” away from 
cuticle and sidewalls.

Step 3: 
allow polish to 
completely dry and 
finish with one coat 
of air Dry Top coat.

coLour & effects
Think of it like this: Colours are the clothes—Effects are the accessories.  
Layer effects over colour to completely change the look.  

coLour

crèmes

asphalt
#542

oilslick
#541

Dark  
ruby
#540

inkwell
#539

Blackjack 
#538

Studio  
White
#501

Brilliant  
White
#502

cream  
Washed
#507

Washed  
Down White
#500

Smoochie
#518

raspberry 
Parfait
#519

Flamingo 
Feather
#514

raspberry 
Plunge
#516

guava 
#520

 
Tropic  
coral
#521

Flashpoint
#523

Poppyfield
#522

Fireberry
#526

rouge  
red
#525

Scarlet  
Letter
#527

indian 
rhubarb
#528

Desert 
Suede
#530

Bloodline
#529

chocolate 
milk
#532

rose  
Bisque
#531

raisin in 
the Sun
#537

muddy  
rose
#535

Blueberry 
Whip
#533

Plumville
#534

ivory 
coast
#503

Buff
#504

Pink
Lily
#506

Putty
#509

cheeky
#510

creamy 
cameo
#512

Frosting 
cream
#511

marshmallow 
rose
#508

Taffy  
Pink
#517

girlie  
Pink
#515

rose  
Water
#505

Tutu
#513

copper 
chrome
#549

gold  
chrome
#548

Silver  
chrome
#547

chromes

relay  
red 
#524

Bicycle 
Yellow
#543

anchor  
Blue 
#544

primaries

green  
Scene
#546

electric 
orange
#545

eclectic 
Purple
#536

secondaries

effects

a full spectrum of crèmes that never overwhelms yet 
keeps you fully fashion covered.

Featuring 3 levels of mica: pearls, shimmers and 
sparkles for more than 850 combinations.

shimmers - more dramatic

gold 
Shimmer 
#553

emerald 
Shimmer
#554

ice Blue 
Shimmer
#555

copper 
Shimmer
#556 

violet 
Shimmer 
#558

Scarlet
Shimmer 
#557 

pearls - the finest opalescence

gold  
Pearl
#550

copper 
Pearl 
#551

Lavender 
Pearl
#552

sparkles - the blingest

gold  
Sparkle
#559  

Jade 
Sparkle
#562

crimson 
Sparkle 
#560 

raspberry 
Sparkle
#563

Sapphire 
Sparkle
#561

amethyst 
Sparkle
#564
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Creative Nail Design, Inc. 
1125 Joshua Way 

Vista, ca 92081 usa

760.599.2900 

800.833.naIL 

cnd.com
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